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Summary 
 
Marika Brenner, born 1921 in Mátészalka, Hungary, discusses her mother who was a nervous 
person; having a brother and a much younger sister; feeling responsible for her sister who was 
sickly; living in a house her grandparents owned; in 1927, having to sell the house; moving to a 
town close to the Austrian border; her father working in the plumbing business owned by her 
two maternal uncles; not experiencing antisemitism before the war; their rabbi telling them 
they were both Jewish and Hungarian; being a nationalist; in August 1942, her father passing 
away at work, probably from a heart attack; six months before the German invasion in 1943, 
realizing the danger when Arrow Cross members demonstrated; not being allowed to work as a 
seamstress because she was Jewish; her fiancé Tibor being sent to do forced labor, digging 
graves on the front; Tibor returning; in August 1943, marrying Tibor; in March 1944, Germany 
invading Hungary; having to wear a Jewish star; in mid-April, not being allowed to go outside; 
being escorted to a big synagogue; spending 3-4 days in the synagogue; the first transport from 
Hungary leaving from Mátészalka; Tibor realizing they were not going to a labor camp but not 
telling her; not remembering anything from the train trip, just Tibor holding her; arriving in 
Auschwitz on May 1, with Tibor, her brother, sister and mother; at selection, her brother and 
Tibor being sent one way, her and her sister another and her mother a third way, probably 
directly to the gas chambers; getting a number tattooed but having had it removed now; having 
repressed most memories from the camp; getting an extra ration bread for working as 
seamstress; two cousins arriving at the camp with their mother but disappearing after a while; 
her younger sister being sick and sent to another part of the camp; being worried her sister was 
sent to the gas chambers, but her sister returning; getting a message from her husband and 
brother that they were alive in the men's camp, that being the last she heard from them; end 
January 1945, having to walk barefoot in the snow to Bergen-Belsen; her sister being very 
weak; falling into a ditch and having a dog sent after her; at Bergen-Belsen, her sister being very 
sick; the worst experience of the war being this, when her sister died; many prisoners dying; 
having typhoid, not being able to walk when the British liberated the camp; being sent to a 
hospital; a man from Sweden arriving, asking who wanted to go to Sweden; in June 1945, 
arriving in Sweden; staying in Sigtuna and then Smaland to convalesce; still hoping she would 
be reunited with her husband but getting a letter from a friend of her husband's saying she 
should remarry; being the only survivor in her family; in 1946, working as a seamstress in 
Uppsala, Sweden; having many Hungarian friends in Uppsala; Jewish refugees needing a 
sponsor to be able to live and work in Stockholm; getting a sponsor and working in a factory in 
Stockholm; spending time at a sanatory in 1947; marrying a Swedish Jewish widower; his 
parent's not approving of her; leaving him and marrying twice more in Sweden, having three 
children; not being able to talk about the Holocaust after the war. 
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